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Acranar
Lore
Acranar is a man from Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Acranar in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Bo'sun.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Alfred
Lore
Alfred is a Northman from Laketown.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Alfred can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 57). He can be found under the name Alfred the Councillor.
Sources
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game

Amdûr
Lore
Amdûr is an Easterling.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Amdûr can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms sourcebook (pg. 41). He can be found under the name Amdûr, Lord of Blades.
War of the Ring
Rules for using Amdûr can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 201). He can be found under the name Amdûr, Lord of Blades.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Amlad
Lore
Amlad is a man of Dol Amroth.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Amlad in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Dol Amroth.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames

Angbor
Lore
Angbor is a man of Lamedon in Gondor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Angbor can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 25). He can be found under the name Angbor the Fearless.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Angbor can be found at the following sources:
- The Return of the King (pg. 8). He can be found under the name *Angbor the Fearless*.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 12). He can be found under the name *Angbor the Fearless*.
- White Dwarf: The Beacons Are Lit! He can be found under the name *Angbor of Lamedon*.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Angbor the Fearless is available to:
- The Fiefdoms

War of the Ring

Rules for using Angbor (as part of the formation *Clansmen of Lamedon*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 100). He can be found under the name *Angbor the Fearless*.

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Aragorn

Lore

Aragorn is a Dúnadan of the North.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Aragorn in-game before joining the Fellowship of the Ring can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 38). He can be found under the name *Aragorn, Isildur's Heir*.

Official rules for using Aragorn upon joining the Fellowship of the Ring can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 44). He can be found under the name *Aragorn – Strider*.

Official rules for using Aragorn at the Battle of the Morannon and afterwards can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 17). He can be found under the name *Aragorn, King Elessar*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Aragorn during his time in the Fellowship and before can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 88). He can be found under the name *Strider/Aragorn*.
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 9). He can be found under the name *Aragorn*.

Old rules for using Aragorn at the Battle of the Morannon and afterwards can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 126). He can be found under the name *Aragorn, King Elessar*.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 8). He can be found under the name *Aragorn, King Elessar*.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Strider/Aragorn is available to:
- The Fellowship
- The Grey Company
- The Shire
- The Tower of Ecthelion

War of the Ring

Rules for using Aragorn can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 104). He can be found under the name *Aragorn, Isildur's Heir*.

Rules for using Aragorn (as part of the formation *The Three Hunters*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 144)
Rules for using Aragorn (as part of the formation \textit{The Fellowship of the Ring}) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring}

\textbf{Arathorn}

\textbf{Lore}
Arathorn is a Dúnadan of the North.

\textbf{Official Games Workshop Rules}
Official rules for using Arathorn can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 37)

\textbf{Outdated GW Rules}
Old rules for using Arathorn can be found at the following source:
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 9)

\textbf{Legions of Middle-earth}
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Arathorn is available to:
- The Grey Company

\textbf{War of the Ring}
Rules for using Arathorn (as part of the formation \textit{The Dunedain of Arnor}) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 101)

Sources
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor}
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring}

\textbf{Arvanal}

\textbf{Lore}
Arvanal is a Dúnadan of the North. He is one of the 'Defenders of the Shire.'

\textbf{Official Games Workshop Rules}
To use Arvanal in-game, simply use the rules for a Ranger of the North.

Sources
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth}

\textbf{Arvandir}

\textbf{Lore}
Arvandir is a Dúnadan of the North. He is the leader of ‘Arvandir’s Band’.

\textbf{Official Games Workshop Rules}
To use Arvandir in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.

Sources
\textit{The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor}
Arvedui
Lore
Arvedui is a Dúnadan of Arnor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Arvedui can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 37). He can be found under the name Arvedui, Last King of Arnor.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Arvedui can be found at the following sources:
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 8). He can be found under the name Arvedui, Last King of Arnor.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Arvedui, Last King of Arnor, is available to:
- Arnor

War of the Ring
Rules for using Arvedui (as part of the formation Royal Guard of Arnor) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 102). He can be found under the name King Arvedui.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Arwen
Lore
Arwen is an Elf of Rivendell.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Arwen can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 19)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Arwen can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 88). She can be found under the name Arwen Evenstar.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Arwen Evenstar is available to:
- Rivendell

War of the Ring
Rules for using Arwen can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 127). She can be found under the name Arwen Evenstar.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Ashrâk
Lore
Ashrâk is a Goblin from the Misty Mountains.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Ashrâk can be found at the following source:
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 19)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar
Astelni
Lore
Astelni is a Dúnadan of the North. Along with Caldanath and Dalaneth, he leads the Wardens of Valandil’s Glade.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Astelni in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Azkhorâkh
Lore
Azkhorâkh is a spirit being from Angmar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Azkhorâkh in-game, simply use the rules for a Shade.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Azog
Lore
Azog is a Gundabad Orc from Moria. He is known to ride a White Warg.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Azog until the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 185)

Official rules for using Azog at the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 26). He can be found under the name Azog, Lieutenant of Sauron.

Both versions of Azog may ride The White Warg.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
Baisheuin

Lore
Baisheuin is an Easterling.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Baisheuin in-game, simply use the rules for an Easterling Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Balin

Lore
Balin is a Dwarf of Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Balin until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 170). He can be found under the name Balin the Dwarf.

Official rules for using Balin after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 16). He can be found under the name Balin the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.

Official rules for using Balin during his expedition to Moria can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 31). He can be found under the name Balin, son of Fundin.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Balin can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 151)
- Shadow and Flame (pg. 10). He can be found under the name Balin, son of Fundin.
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 10)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Balin is available to:
- Erebor

War of the Ring
Rules for using Balin can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 137). He can be found under the name Balin, Lord of Moria.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Bandobras Took

Lore
Bandobras Took is a Hobbit of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for Bandobras Took can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 51). He can be found under the name Bandobras Took, the Bullroarer.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Bandobras Took can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 83). He can be found under the name Bandobras Took, the Bullroarer.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 46).
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 16). He can be found under the name Bandobras Took, the Bullroarer.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Bandobras Took, the Bullroarer, is available to:
- The Shire

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Bard
Lore
Bard is a Northman from Laketown.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Bard before the fall of Laketown can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 56). He can be found under the name Bard the Bowman.

Official rules for using Bard after the fall of Laketown can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 12). He can be found under the name Bard the Bowman, Girion’s Heir.

Sources
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game

Barvi
Lore
Barvi is a Dwarf.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Barvi in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Bazghûr
Lore
Bazghûr is an Orc from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Bazghûr in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Orc Shaman.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Beechbone
Lore
Beechbone is an Ent of Fangorn.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Beechbone is available to:
• Fangorn

War of the Ring
Rules for using Beechbone can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 144)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Beorn
Lore
Beorn is a Northman from the Vale of Anduin. He is the first of the Beornings and a skin-changer.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Beorn can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 55)

Sources
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game

Beregond
Lore
Beregond is a man of Gondor living in Minas Tirith.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Beregond can be found at the following source:
• Kingdoms of Men (pg. 19). He can be found under the name Beregond.

Outdated GW Rules
Old rules for using Beregond can be found at the following sources:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 128). He can be found under the name Beregond of Gondor.
• The Return of the King (pg. 87). He can be found under the name Beregond of Gondor.
• The Siege of Gondor (pg. 13). He can be found under the name Beregond of Gondor.
• Gondor in Flames (pg. 10). He can be found under the name Beregond of Gondor.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Beregond of Gondor is available to:
• The Tower of Ecthelion

War of the Ring
Rules for using Beregond (as part of the formation Denethor’s Guard) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 100)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Siege of Gondor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Bert
Lore
Bert is a Troll from the Ettenmoors.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Bert can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 187)
Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

Berúthiel
Lore
Berúthiel is a Black Númenórean woman.
War of the Ring
Rules for using Berúthiel can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 201). She can be found under the name Queen Berúthiel.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Bhâdya
Lore
Bhâdya is one of the Hâsharii from Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Bhâdya in-game, simply use the rules for a Hâsharin.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Bifur
Lore
Bifur is a Dwarf of the Ered Luin.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Bifur until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 169). He can be found under the name Bifur the Dwarf.
Official rules for using Bifur after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Bifur the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.
Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Bilbo Baggins
Lore
Bilbo Baggins is a Hobbit from the Shire.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Bilbo Baggins during the Quest of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 172)
Official rules for using Bilbo Baggins at the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 19). He can be found under the name Bilbo Baggins, Master Burglar.
Official rules for using Bilbo Baggins after the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 15)
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Bilbo Baggins can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 79)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 16)
Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Bilbo Baggins is available to:
- The Shire
- The Wanderers in the Wild

Sources

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Mordor

Bill
Lore
Bill is a pony from Bree.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Bill can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 47). He can be found under the name Bill the Pony.

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples

Bill Ferny
Lore
Bill Ferny is a man of Bree.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Bill Ferny is available to:
- Sharkey’s Rogues

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Bofur
Lore
Bofur is a Dwarf of the Ered Luin.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Bofur until brief time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 169). He can be found under the name Bofur the Dwarf.

Official rules for using Bofur after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 15). He can be found under the name Bofur the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.

Sources

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Bolg
Lore
Bolg is an Orc of Gundabad.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Bolg can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 186)
Official rules for using Bolg at the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 27). He can be found under the name Bolg, Castellan of Mount Gundabad.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Bolg

Lore
Bolg is a Dwarf from Mount Gundabad.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Bolg can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 27). He can be found under the name Bolg, Castellan of Mount Gundabad.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Bombur

Lore
Bombur is a Dwarf from the Ered Luin.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Bombur until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 170). He can be found under the name Bombur the Dwarf.

Official rules for using Bombur after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 15). He can be found under the name Bombur the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Boromir

Lore
Boromir is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Boromir as a General of Gondor can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 18). He can be found under the name Boromir, Captain of the White Tower.

Official rules for using Boromir upon his joining the Fellowship of the Ring can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 44). He can be found under the name Boromir of Gondor.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Boromir as a General of Gondor can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 126). He can be found under the name Boromir, Captain of the White Tower.
- The Siege of Gondor (pg. 12). He can be found under the name Boromir, Captain of the White Tower.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Boromir, Captain of the White Tower.

Old rules for using Boromir as a member of the Fellowship can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 126). He can be found under the name Boromir of Gondor.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Boromir of Gondor is available to:
- The Fellowship

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Boromir, Captain of the White Tower, is available to:
- The Tower of Ecthelion

War of the Ring
Rules for using Boromir can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 103). He can be found under the name Boromir, Captain of the White Tower.

Rules for using Boromir (as part of the formation The Fellowship of the Ring) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
Bravahn
Lore
Bravahn is a man of Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Bravahn in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Bregadil
Lore
Bregadil is a Dúnadan of the North. Along with Ilthorn and Rildor, he leads the Wardens of Beacon Summit.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Bregadil in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnedan.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Brodgar
Lore
Brodgar is a Troll from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Brodgar in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Troll.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor (old version)

Brok
Lore
Brok is an Orc from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Brok in-game, simply use the rules for a Morannon Orc Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor (old version)

Bruk
Lore
Bruk is a Goblin from Moria.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Bruk in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Shaman.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Brukash
Lore
Brukash is an Orc from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Brukash in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Taskmaster.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Brukh
Lore
Brukh is a Goblin from the Misty Mountains.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Brukh in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Buhrdûr
Lore
Buhrdûr is a Troll from the Ettenmoors.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Buhrdûr can be found at the following source:
  • Moria and Angmar (pg. 33). He can be found under the name Buhrdûr, Troll Chieftain.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Buhrdûr can be found at the following source:
  • The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 20)
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth, Buhrdûr is available to:
  • Angmar
War of the Ring
Rules for using Buhrdûr can be found at the following source:
  • War of the Ring (pg. 210)
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Bûrakh
Lore
Bûrakh is a Goblin from the Misty Mountains. He is the leader of Bûrakh’s Bows.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Bûrakh in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Burig
Lore
Burig is a chieftain of the wild men of Eriador.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Burig in-game, simply use the rules for a Dunlending Chieftain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
Caldanath
Lore
Caldanath is a Dunadan of the North. Along with Astelni and Dalaneth, he leads the Wardens of Valandil’s Glade.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Caldanath in-game, simply use the rules for a Dunadan.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Celeborn
Lore
Celeborn is an Elf of Lothlórien.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Celeborn can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 23)
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Celeborn can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 106)
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Celeborn is available to:
- Lothlórien
War of the Ring
Rules for using Celeborn can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 125). He can be found under the name Celeborn, Lord of Lothlórien.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook

Celebrimbor
Lore
Celebrimbor is an Elf of Eregion.
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Celebrimbor is available to:
- Eregion
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Ciath
Lore
Ciath is a man of Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Ciath in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Bo’sun.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
Círdan

Lore
Círdan is an Elf of Lindon.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Círdan can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 18)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Círdan can be found at the following source:
- The Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 39)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Círdan of the Havens is available to:
- The Grey Havens

War of the Ring
Rules for using Círdan can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 127). He can be found under the name Círdan of the Havens.

Sources
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fall of the Necromancer
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Cirion

Lore
Cirion is a man of Minas Tirith.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Cirion can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 20). He can be found under the name Cirion, Lieutenant of Amon Barad.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Cirion can be found at the following sources:
- The Return of the King (pg. 88). He can be found under the name Cirion, Lieutenant of Amon Barad.
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 8). He can be found under the name Cirion, Lieutenant of Amon Barad.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Cirion, Lieutenant of Amon Barad.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Cirion, Lieutenant of Amon Barad, is available to:
- The Rangers of Ithilien

War of the Ring
Rules for using Cirion (as part of the formation Osgiliath Veterans) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 101). He can be found under the name Lieutenant Cirion.

Sources
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Corâzin

Lore
Corâzin is one of the Hâsharii from Umbar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Corâzin in-game, simply use the rules for a Hâsharin.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Corinir
Lore
Corinir is a man of Gondor, hailing from Pelargir.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Corinir can be found at the following sources:
- White Dwarf: The Beacons Are Lit! He can be found under the name Corinir of Pelargir.

Sources
White Dwarf: The Beacons Are Lit!
Dáin

Dáin is a Dwarf of the Iron Hills and Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Dáin can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 32). He can be found under the name Dáin Ironfoot, King of Erebor.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Dáin can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 150). He can be found under the name Dáin Ironfoot, King of Erebor.
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 35). He can be found under the name Dáin Ironfoot, King of Erebor.
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Dáin Ironfoot, King of Erebor.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Dáin Ironfoot, King of Erebor, is available to:
- Erebor

War of the Ring
Rules for using Dáin can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 137). He can be found under the name Dáin Ironfoot, King Under the Mountain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Dalamyr

Dalamyr is a man of Umbar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Dalamyr can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 30). He can be found under the name Dalamyr, Fleetmaster of Umbar.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Dalamyr can be found at the following source:
- Harad (pg. 15). He can be found under the name Dalamyr, Fleetmaster of Umbar.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Dalamyr, Fleetmaster of Umbar, is available to:
- The Corsair Fleets

War of the Ring
Rules for using Dalamyr can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 200). He can be found under the name Dalamyr, Fleetmaster of Umbar.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Dalaneth

Lore
Dalaneth is a Dúnadan of the North. Along with Astelni and Caldanath, he leads the Wardens of Valandil’s Glade.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Dalaneth in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Dalanor
Lore
Dalanor is a Dúnadan of the North. Along with Galath, he leads the Wardens of the South Downs.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Dalanor in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Damrod
Lore
Damrod is a man of Gondor and a ranger of Ithilien.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Damrod can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 18). He can be found under the name Damrod, Ranger of Ithilien.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Damrod can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 129). He can be found under the name Damrod, Ranger of Ithilien.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Damrod, Ranger of Ithilien.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Damrod, Ranger of Ithilien, is available to:
- The Rangers of Ithilien

War of the Ring
Rules for using Damrod (as part of the formation Rangers of Ithilien) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 100)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Delgamar
Lore
Delgamar is a man of Umbar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Delgamar in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Denethor
Lore
Denethor is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Denethor can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 19). He can be found under the name *Denethor, Steward of Gondor.*

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Denethor can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 127). He can be found under the name *Denethor, Steward of Gondor.*
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 8). He can be found under the name *Denethor, Steward of Gondor.*

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Denethor, Steward of Gondor, is available to:
- The Tower of Ecthelion

War of the Ring
Rules for using Denethor (as part of the formation *Denethor’s Guard*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 100)

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Déorwine
Lore
Déorwine is a man of Rohan.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Déorwine can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 116). He can be found under the name *Deorwine, Captain of the Royal Guard.*

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Dolbarad
Lore
Dolbarad is a Dúnadan of the North. He is the leader of Dolbarad’s Band.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Dolbarad in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor*

Dori
Lore
Dori is a Dwarf of Ered Luin and Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Dori until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 172). He can be found under the name *Dori the Dwarf.*

Official rules for using Dori after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 18). He can be found under the name *Dori the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.*

Sources
*The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game*
*The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game*
Drár
Lore
Drár is a Dwarf of the Iron Hills and Ered Luin.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Drár can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 33). He can be found under the name Múrin and Drár.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Drár can be found at the following sources:
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Múrin and Drár.
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Múrin and Drár.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Múrin and Drár are available to:
- The Wanderers in the Wild

War of the Ring
Rules for using Drár (as part of the formation Drár’s Hunters) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 136)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Drúzhag
Lore
Drúzhag is a Goblin of the Misty Mountains.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Drúzhag can be found at the following source:
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 17). He can be found under the name Drúzhag, the Beastcaller.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Drúzhag can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 188). They can be found under the name Drúzhag the Beastcaller.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Duinhir
Lore
Duinhir is a man of Gondor, hailing from the Blackroot Vale.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Duinhir can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 26)

War of the Ring
Rules for using Duinhir (as part of the formation Blackroot Vale Archers) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 103)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Durbúrz
Lore
Durbûrz is a Goblin from Moria.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Durbûrz can be found at the following source:
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 17). He can be found under the name *Durbûrz, The Goblin King of Moria*.

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using Durbûrz can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 101). He can be found under the name *Durbûrz, the Goblin King of Moria*.
- Shadow and Flame (pg. 16). He can be found under the name *Durbûrz, the Goblin King of Moria*.
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 15). He can be found under the name *Durbûrz, the Goblin King of Moria*.

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a *Legions of Middle-earth* game, Durbûrz is available to:
- Moria

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Durbûrz can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 188). He can be found under the name *Durbûrz, Goblin King of Moria*.

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

**Durin**

**Lore**

Durin is a Dwarf of Khazad-dûm.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Durin can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 31). He can be found under the name *Durin, King of Khazad-dûm*.

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using Durin can be found at the following source:
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 8). He can be found under the name *Durin, King of Khazad-dûm*.

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a *Legions of Middle-earth* game, Durin is available to:
- Khazad-dûm

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Durin (as part of the formation *Durin's Guard*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 136)

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

**Dwali**

**Lore**

Dwali is a Dwarf.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Dwali in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf King.

**Sources**
**Dwalin**

**Lore**

Dwalin is a Dwarf of the Ered Luin and Erebor.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Dwalin until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 170). He can be found under the name *Dwalin the Dwarf*.

Official rules for using Dwalin after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 16). He can be found under the name *Dwalin the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor*.

**Sources**

*The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game*

*The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game*
Elendil

Lore
Elendil is a man of Númenor and the kingdoms of Gondor and Arnor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Elendil can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 41). He can be found under the name Elendil, High King of Gondor and Arnor.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Elendil can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 134)
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 15)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Elendil is available to:
- The Army of the High King

War of the Ring
Rules for using Elendil can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 105). He can be found under the name High King Elendil.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Elfhelm

Lore
Elfhelm is a man of Rohan.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Elfhelm (as part of the formation Elfhelm’s Riders) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 114)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Elidir

Lore
Elidir is a Dúnedan of the North. Along with Trevani, he leads the Wardens of Deadman’s Dike. He is also one of the Defenders of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Elidir in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnedan or a Ranger of the North.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Elladan and Elrohir

Lore
Elladan and Elrohir are twin Elves of Rivendell.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Elladan and Elrohir can be found at the following sources:
• Kingdoms of Men (pg. 38)
• The Free Peoples (pg. 19)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Elladan and Elrohir can be found at the following sources:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 95)
• The Return of the King (pg. 84)
• Shadow and Flame (pg. 39)
• The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 11)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Elladan and Elrohir are available to:
• The Grey Company
• Rivendell

War of the Ring
Rules for using Elladan can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 128)
Rules for using Elrohir can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 128)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Elrond

Lore
Elrond is an Elf of Lindon and Rivendell.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Elrond as a military commander can be found at the following sources:
• The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 176)
• The Free Peoples (pg. 17)

Official rules for using Elrond as a White Council member can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 22). He can be found under the name Elrond, Lord of the West.

Official rules for using Elrond as the master of Rivendell can be found at the following source:
• The Free Peoples (pg. 17). He can be found under the name Elrond, Master of Rivendell.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Elrond can be found at the following source:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 94)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Elrond is available to:
• Rivendell
• Eregion

War of the Ring
Rules for using Elrond can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 126). He can be found under the name Elrond, Master of Rivendell.
Rules for using Elrond (as part of the formation *The White Council*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 147)

Sources
*The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game*
*The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Éomer
Lore
Éomer is a man of Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Éomer up until the Battle of Pelennor Fields can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 32). He can be found under the name *Éomer, Marshal of the Riddermark*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Éomer can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 112). He can be found under the name *Éomer, Marshal of the Riddermark*.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Éomer, Marshal of the Riddermark, is available to:
- Théoden’s Host

War of the Ring
Rules for using Éomer can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 115). He can be found under the name *Éomer, Marshal of the Riddermark*.

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Eorl
Lore
Eorl is a man of Éothéod and Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Eorl can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 34). He can be found under the name *Eorl the Young*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Eorl can be found at the following source:
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 34). He can be found under the name *Eorl the Young*.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Eorl the Young is available to:
- The Riders of Eorl

War of the Ring
Rules for using Eorl can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 115). He can be found under the name *Eorl the Young*.

Sources
Éowyn

Lore

Éowyn is a woman of Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Éowyn can be found at the following source:

- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 32). She can be found under the name Éowyn, Shield Maiden of Rohan.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Éowyn can be found at the following source:

- The One Rulebook (pg. 113). She can be found under the name Éowyn, Shield Maiden of Rohan.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Éowyn, Shield Maiden of Rohan, is available to:

- Théoden’s Host

War of the Ring

Rules for using Éowyn can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 115). She can be found under the name Éowyn, Shield-maiden of Rohan.

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Erestor

Lore

Erestor is an Elf of Rivendell.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Erestor can be found at the following source:

- The Free Peoples (pg. 18)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Erestor can be found at the following source:

- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 39)

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Erestor is available to:

- Rivendell
- Eregion

War of the Ring

Rules for using Erestor (as part of the formation Rivendell Guard) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 123)

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Erkenbrand

Lore
Erkenbrand is a man of Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Erkenbrand can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 33). He can be found under the name Erkenbrand, Captain of Rohan.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Erkenbrand can be found at the following sources:
- The Two Towers (pg. 90). He can be found under the name Erkenbrand, Captain of Rohan.
- The Return of the King (pg. 84). He can be found under the name Erkenbrand, Captain of Rohan.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Erkenbrand is available to:
- Théoden’s Host

War of the Ring
Rules for using Erkenbrand (as part of the formation Erkenbrand’s Riders) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 113)

Rules for using Erkenbrand can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 116). He can be found under the name Erkenbrand, Captain of the Westfold.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Two Towers
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
Faramir

Lore
Faramir is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Faramir can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 17). He can be found under the name Faramir, Captain of Gondor.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Faramir can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 127). He can be found under the name Faramir, Captain of Gondor.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Faramir, Captain of Gondor.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Faramir, Captain of Gondor, is available to:
- The Tower of Ecthelion
- The Rangers of Ithilien

War of the Ring
Rules for using Faramir can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 104)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Farmer Maggot

Lore
Farmer Maggot is a Hobbit from the Shire. Farmer Maggot is accompanied by his three dogs, Grip, Fang, and Wolf.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Farmer Maggot can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 41)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Farmer Maggot can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 82)
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 12)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 15)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Farmer Maggot is available to:
- The Shire

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
**Fíli**

*Lore*
Fíli is a Dwarf of the Ered Luin and Erebor.

*Official Games Workshop Rules*

Official rules for using Fíli until his brief time as Crown Prince of Erebor can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 168). He can be found under the name *Fíli the Dwarf*.

Official rules for using Fíli during his uncle's revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 13). He can be found under the name *Fíli the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor*.

*Sources*

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

---

**Fimbul**

*Lore*
Fimbul is an Orc of the Misty Mountains.

*Official Games Workshop Rules*

Official rules for using Fimbul can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 185)

*Sources*

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

---

**Flói**

*Lore*
Flói is a Dwarf of Erebor and Moria.

*Official Games Workshop Rules*

Official rules for using Flói can be found at the following source:

- The Free Peoples (pg. 32). He can be found under the name *Flói Stonehand*.

Flói can also be found in the Legions of Middle-earth book. To use this version of Flói, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.

*War of the Ring*

Rules for using Flói can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 137). He can be found under the name *Flói Stonehand, Loremaster of Moria*.

*Sources*

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

---

**Forlong**

*Lore*
Forlong is a man of Gondor from Lossarnach.

*Official Games Workshop Rules*

Official rules for using Forlong can be found at the following source:

- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 25). He can be found under the name *Forlong the Fat*.

*Outdated Games Workshop Rules*

Old rules for using Forlong can be found at the following sources:

- The Return of the King (pg. 84). He can be found under the name *Forlong the Fat*.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 12). He can be found under the name *Forlong the Fat*. 
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Forlong the Fat is available to:
- The Fiefdoms

War of the Ring
Rules for using Forlong (as part of the formation The Axemen of Lossarnach) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 99). He can be found under the name Forlong the Fat.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Fredegar Bolger
Lore
Fredegar Bolger is a Hobbit from the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Fredegar Bolger can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 40)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Fredegar Bolger can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 83)
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 12)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 14)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Fredegar Bolger is available to
- The Shire

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Frodo Baggins
Lore
Frodo Baggins is a Hobbit of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Frodo Baggins until his return to the Shire can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 45). He can be found under the name Frodo.

Official rules for using Frodo Baggins after the Quest of the Ring can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 39). He can be found under the name Frodo of the Nine Fingers.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Frodo Baggins until his return to the Shire can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 80)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 12)

Old rules for using Frodo Baggins after his return to the Shire can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 81). He can be found under the name Frodo of the Nine Fingers.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 10). He can be found under the name Frodo of the Nine Fingers.
The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 13). He can be found under the name Frodo of the Nine Fingers.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Frodo Baggins is available to:
- The Fellowship

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Frodo of the Nine Fingers is available to:
- The Shire

War of the Ring
Rules for using Frodo Baggins (as part of the formation The Fellowship of the Ring) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Froi
Lore
Froi is a Dwarf. He leads Froi’s Kinband.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Froi in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Frór
Lore
Frór is a Dwarf.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Frór in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
Gagraz
Lore
Gagraz is a Goblin from Moria.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gagraz in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Gahgaz
Lore
Gahgaz is a Goblin from Moria. He leads Gahgaz’s Lads.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gahgaz in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Galadriel
Lore
Galadriel is an Elf of Lothlórien.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Galadriel in her regular form can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 176)
- The Free Peoples (pg. 23)

Official rules for using Galadriel in her war form can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 22). She can be found under the name Galadriel, Lady of Light.
- The Free Peoples (pg. 55). She can be found under the name Galadriel, Protectress of Lothlórien.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Galadriel can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 106).

Old rules for using Galadriel in her war form can be found at the following source:
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 38). She can be found under the name Galadriel, Lady of the Galadhrim.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Galadriel is available to:
- Lothlórien

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Galadriel, Lady of the Galadhrim, is available to:
- Lothlórien

War of the Ring
Rules for using Galadriel can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 125). She can be found under the name Galadriel, Lady of Lothlórien.

Rules for using Galadriel in her war form can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 125). She can be found under the name Galadriel, Protectress of Lothlórien.

Rules for using Galadriel (as part of the formation The White Council) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 147)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
Gâlan
Lore
Gâlan is a man of Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gâlan in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Bo’sun.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Galath
Lore
Galath is a Dúnadan of the North. He leads the Wardens of the South Downs alongside Dalanor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Galath in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Galglîr
Lore
Galglîr is a man of Gondor from Anórien.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Galglîr in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Minas Tirith.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Gamling
Lore
Gamling is a man of Rohan.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gamling can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 33). He can be found under the name Gamling, Captain of Rohan.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gamling can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 114). He can be found under the name Gamling, Captain of Rohan.
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gamling, Captain of Rohan, is available to:
- Théoden’s Host
War of the Ring
Rules for using Gamling (as part of the formation The King’s Guard) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 112)
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
Gandalf
Lore
Gandalf is an Istar wizard.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Gandalf during his time as the grey wizard can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 173). He can be found under the name 
  Gandalf the Grey.
- The Free Peoples (pg. 43). He can be found under the name Gandalf the Grey.

Official rules for using Gandalf as the white wizard can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 43). He can be found under the name Gandalf the White.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Gandalf during his time as the grey wizard can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 79). He can be found under the name Gandalf the Grey.

Old rules for using Gandalf as the white wizard can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 128). He can be found under the name Gandalf the White.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gandalf the Grey is available to:
- The Fellowship
- The Shire
- The Wizards

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gandalf the White is available to:
- The Fellowship

War of the Ring

Rules for using Gandalf (as part of the formation The Fellowship of the Ring) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Rules for using Gandalf (as part of the formation The White Council) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 147)

Rules for using Gandalf (as part of the formation Council of Wizardry) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 148)

Rules for using Gandalf can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 150). He can be found under the name Gandalf the Grey.

Rules for using Gandalf can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 150). He can be found under the name Gandalf the White.

Sources
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Gashrak
Lore
Gashrak is an Orc from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Gashrak in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Captain.

Sources
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
Gathamaur
Lore
Gathamaur is a Dragon of the North.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gathamaur in-game, simply use the rules for a Dragon.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Gaurakh
Lore
Gaurakh is a Dragon of the North.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gaurakh in-game, simply use the rules for a Dragon.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Ghân-buri-Ghân
Lore
Ghân-buri-Ghân is a Wose from the Drúadan Forest.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Ghân-buri-Ghân can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 51)
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Ghân-buri-Ghân can be found at the following source:
- The Return of the King (pg. 87)
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Ghân-buri-Ghân is available to:
- The Wild Men of Drúadan Forest
War of the Ring
Rules for using Ghân-buri-Ghân (as part of the formation Woses Warband) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 149)
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Ghâric
Lore
Ghâric is a man of the Haradrim.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Ghâric in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Gharr
Lore
Gharr is a Troll from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules

**Ghâsh**

Lore

Ghâsh is a Goblin from Moria.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Ghâsh in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Shaman.

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire*

**Ghorg**

Lore

Ghorg is a Cave Troll.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Ghorg in-game, simply use the rules for a Cave Troll.

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor*

**Ghrun**

Lore

Ghrun is a Troll from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Ghrun in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Troll.

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*

**Ghûk**

Lore

Ghûk is a Goblin from Moria. He is the leader of Ghûk’s Raiders.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Ghûk in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*

**Gilant**

Lore

Gilant is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Gilant in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Minas Tirith.

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames*

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields*

**Gildor**

Lore

Gildor is an Elf of Eriador.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gildor can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 20). He can be found under the name Gildor Inglorion.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gildor can be found at the following source:
- The Fellowship of the Ring (pg. 93)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gildor Inglorion is available to:
- The Wanderers in the Wild

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gildor (as part of the formation Gildor's Household) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 123). He can be found under the name Gildor Inglorion.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fellowship of the Ring
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Gil-galad
Lore
Gil-galad is an Elf of Lindon.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gil-galad can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 18)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gil-galad can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 95)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gil-galad is available to:
- Eregion

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gil-galad can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 127). He can be found under the name Gil-galad, High King of the Elves.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fellowship of the Ring
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Gilrael
Lore
Gilrael is an Elf of Lindon. He leads Gilrael’s Cohort.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gilrael in-game, simply use the rules for a High Elf Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Gimli
Lore
Gimli is a Dwarf of Erebor.
Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Gimli can be found at the following sources:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 32). He can be found under the name *Gimli, son of Glóin*.
- The Free Peoples (pg. 46). He can be found under the name *Gimli, son of Glóin*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Gimli can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 150). He can be found under the name *Gimli, son of Glóin*.
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 10). He can be found under the name *Gimli, son of Glóin*.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gimli, son of Glóin, is available to:
- The Fellowship
- Erebor

Rules for using Gimli can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 138). He can be found under the name *Gimli, son of Glóin*.

Rules for using Gimli (as part of the formation *The Three Hunters*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 142)

Rules for using Gimli (as part of the formation *The Fellowship of the Ring*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

---

**Girion**

Lore

Girion is a man of Dale.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Girion can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 56). He can be found under the name *Girion, Lord of Dale*.

Sources
*The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game*

---

**Glóin**

Lore

Glóin is a Dwarf of the Ered Luin and Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Glóin until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 171). He can be found under the name *Glóin the Dwarf*.

Official rules for using Glóin after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 17). He can be found under the name *Glóin the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor*.

Sources
*The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game*
*The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game*
Glorfindel
Lore
Glorfindel is an Elf of Rivendell.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Glorfindel can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 19)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Glorfindel can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 94)
- The Fellowship of the Ring (pg. 93)
- Shadow and Flame (pg. 38)

Old rules for using Glorfindel in the armour of Gondolin can be found at the following source:
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 39). He can be found under the name Glorfindel, Lord of the West.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Glorfindel, Lord of the West, is available to:
- Rivendell

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Glorfindel is available to:
- The Wanderers in the Wild

War of the Ring
Rules for using Glorfindel can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 124). He can be found under the name Glorfindel, Lord of the West.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fellowship of the Ring
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Goldberry
Lore
Goldberry is an embodied spirit of unknown type living in the Old Forest.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Goldberry can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 49)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Goldberry can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 89)
- The Fellowship of the Ring (pg. 93)
- Shadow and Flame (pg. 33)
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 47)

War of the Ring
Rules for using Goldberry can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 145)

Goldberry automatically accompanies Tom Bombadil in a War of the Ring game.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fellowship of the Ring
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
Golfimbul
Lore
Golfimbul is an Orc from Mount Gram.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Golfimbul can be found at the following source:
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 49)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Gorbag
Lore
Gorbag is an Orc from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gorbag can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 25). He can be found under the name Gorbag, Orc Captain.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gorbag can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 143). He can be found under the name Gorbag, Orc Captain.
- Mordor (pg. 16). He can be found under the name Gorbag, Orc Captain.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gorbag is available to:
- Cirith Ungol

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gorbag (as part of the formation Gorbag’s Morgul Rats) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 159)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Gordûz
Lore
Gordûz is an Orc from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gordûz in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Shaman.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Gothmog
Lore
Gothmog is an Orc from Minas Morgul.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gothmog can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 24). He can be found under the name Gothmog, Lieutenant of Morgul.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gothmog can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 139). He can be found under the name *Gothmog, Lieutenant of Morgul*.
- Siege of Gondor (pg. 16). He can be found under the name *Gothmog, Lieutenant of Morgul*.
- Mordor (pg. 14). He can be found under the name *Gothmog, Lieutenant of Morgul*.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth, Gothmog is available to:
- Minas Morgul

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gothmog can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 164). He can be found under the name *Gothmog, Castellan of Minas Morgul*.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Siege of Gondor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Grakh
Lore
Grakh is a Goblin from Moria.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Grakh in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Shaman.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Gríma
Lore
Gríma is a man of Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gríma can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 18). He can be found under the name *Gríma Wormtongue*.

Official rules for using Gríma after the fall of Isengard can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 20). He can be found as *Worm* in the entry *Sharkey and Worm*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gríma can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 119). He can be found under the name *Gríma Wormtongue*.

Old rules for using Gríma after the fall of Isengard can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 85). He can be found as *Worm* under the entry *Sharkey and Worm*.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 16). He can be found as *Worm* under the entry *Sharkey and Worm*.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth, Gríma Wormtongue is available to:
- The Legions of the White Hand

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Worm is available to:
- Sharkey’s Rogues

He is present as *Sharkey and Worm*.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gríma can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 178). He can be found under the name *Gríma Wormtongue*.

Sources
Grimbeorn
Lore
Grimbeorn is a Beorning Northman from the Vale of Anduin.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Grimbeorn is available to:
• Guardians of the Carrock

War of the Ring
Rules for using Grimbeorn (as part of the formation *Wardens of the Carrock*) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 148)

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Grimbold
Lore
Grimbold is a man of Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Grimbold can be found at the following source:
• Kingdoms of Men (pg. 32). He can be found under the name *Grimbold of Grimslade*.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Grimbold (as part of the formation *Grimbold's Helmingas*) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 113)

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Grinnah
Lore
Grinnah is a Goblin from the Goblin Town under High Pass.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Grinnah can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 189)

Sources
*The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game*

Grip, Fang, and Wolf
Lore
Grip, Fang, and Wolf are a trio of hounds owned by Farmer Maggot of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for Grip, Fang, and Wolf can be found at the following source:
• The Free Peoples (pg. 41). They can be found under the entry for *Farmer Maggot*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Grip, Fang, and Wolf can be found at the following source:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 82). They can be found under the entry for *Farmer Maggot*. 
• The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 12). They can be found under the entry for Farmer Maggot.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Grishnákh
Lore
Grishnákh is an Orc of Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Grishnákh can be found at the following source:
• Mordor (pg. 25). He can be found under the name Grishnákh, Orc Captain.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Grishnákh can be found at the following sources:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 142)
• Mordor (pg. 14)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth, Grishnákh is available to:
• Minas Morgul

War of the Ring
Rules for using Grishnákh (as part of the formation Grishnákh’s Trackers) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 160)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Grôblog
Lore
Grôblog is a Goblin from Moria.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Grôblog can be found at the following source:
• Moria and Angmar (pg. 17)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar

Groblug
Lore
Groblug is an Orc from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Groblug in-game, simply use the rules for a Morannon Orc Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Grólin
Lore
Grólin is a Dwarf. He is the leader of Grólin’s Kinband.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Grólin in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.
Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*

**Gûlavhar**
Lore
Gûlavhar is a vampiric monster from the north.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gûlavhar can be found at the following source:
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 33). He can be found under the name *Gûlavhar, the Terror of Arnor*.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gûlavhar can be found at the following source:
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 21). He can be found under the name *Gûlavhar, the Terror of Arnor*.
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gûlavhar, the Terror of Arnor, is available to:
- Monsters of Middle-earth
War of the Ring
Rules for using Gûlavhar can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 211). He can be found under the name *Gûlavhar, the Terror of Arnor*.
Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

**Gulcâr**
Lore
Gulcâr is a man of Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gulcâr in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Bo'sun.
Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad*

**Gurghâsh**
Lore
Gurghâsh is a Goblin from Moria.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gurghâsh in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Shaman.
Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*

**Gûrnakh**
Lore
Gûrnakh is an Uruk of Isengard.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Gûrnakh in-game, simply use the rules for an Uruk-hai Captain.
Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
Guthâric
Lore
Guthâric is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Guthâric in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Gwaihir
Lore
Gwaihir is an Eagle of the Misty Mountains.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Gwaihir can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 182)
- The Free Peoples (pg. 50)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Gwaihir can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 108)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Gwaihir is available to:
- The Eagles of the Misty Mountains

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gwaihir can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 145)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
Hagrâz
Lore
Hagrâz is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Hagrâz in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Halbarad
Lore
Halbarad is a Dûnadan of the North.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Halbarad can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 39). He can be found under the name Halbarad Dûnadan.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Halbarad can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 88). He can be found under the name Halbarad Dûnadan.
- The Return of the King (pg. 85). He can be found under the name Halbarad Dûnadan.
- The Battle of Pelennor Fields (pg. 59). He can be found under the name Halbarad Dûnadan.
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 10). He can be found under the name Halbarad Dûnadan.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Halbarad is available to:
- The Grey Company

War of the Ring
Rules for using Halbarad (as part of the formation The Grey Company) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 102)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Haldir
Lore
Haldir is an Elf of Lothlórien.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Haldir can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 24)

Official rules for using Haldir at the Battle of the Hornburg can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 24). He can be found under the name Haldir, Defender of Helm’s Deep.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Haldir can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 107)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Haldir is available to:

- Lothlórien

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Haldir (as part of the formation *Haldir's Elves*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 124)

Rules for using Haldir can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 128). He can be found under the name *Haldir, Guardian of Lórien*.

**Sources**

- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples*
- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

**Haldorn**

**Lore**

Haldorn is a Dúnadan of the North.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Haldorn in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.

**Sources**

- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor*

**Halfast Bracegirdle**

**Lore**

Halfast Bracegirdle is a Hobbit of the Shire.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Halfast Bracegirdle in-game, simply use the rules for a Hobbit Shirriff.

**Sources**

- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire*

**Háma**

**Lore**

Háma is a man of Rohan.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Háma can be found at the following source:

- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 31). He can be found under the name *Háma, Captain of Rohan*.

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using Háma can be found at the following source:

- The Two Towers (pg. 90). They can be found under the name *Háma, Captain of Rohan*.

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Háma, Captain of Rohan, is available to:

- Théoden's Host

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Háma (as part of the formation *The King's Guard*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 112)

**Sources**

- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men*
- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Two Towers*
- *The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*
Hazhbaz
Lore
Hazhbaz is a Goblin from Moria.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Hazhbaz in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Helm
Lore
Helm Hammerhand is a man of Rohan.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Helm Hammerhand is available to:
- The Host of the Hammerhand

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Hurdin
Lore
Hurdin is a Dwarf. He leads Hurdin’s Household and is accompanied by Vanadin.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Hurdin in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf King.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Húrin
Lore
Húrin is a man of Gondor, hailing from Anórien.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Húrin (as part of the formation Wardens of the Keys) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 103)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
Ilthorn

Lore
Ilthorn is a Dúnedan of the North. He leads the Wardens of Beacon Summit alongside Bregadil and Rildor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Ilthorn in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnedan.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Imrahil

Lore
Imrahil is a Gondorian man of Dol Amroth in Belfalas.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Imrahil can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 25). He can be found under the name Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Imrahil can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 128). He can be found under the name Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth.
- The Return of the King (pg. 84). He can be found under the name Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth.
- The Battle of Pelennor Fields (pg. 19). He can be found under the name Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 12). He can be found under the name Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth is available to:
- The Fiefdoms

Rules for using Imrahil can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 105). He can be found under the name Prince Imrahil of Dol Amroth.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Isildur

Lore
Isildur is a man of Númenor, Gondor, and Arnor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Isildur can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 41)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Isildur can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 134)
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 15)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Isildur is available to:
- The Army of the High King

War of the Ring

Rules for using Isildur can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 105)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
**Jhuldân**

Lore

Jhuldân is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Jhuldân in-game, simply use the rules for a Hâsharin.

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*

**Jilaâd**

Lore

Jilaâd is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Jilaâd in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim King.

Source

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad*
Kagdush Lore
Kagdush is an Orc from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Kagdush in-game, simply use the rules for a Morannon Orc Captain.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Kardûsh Lore
Kardûsh is an Orc from Barad-dûr in Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Kardûsh can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 26). He can be found under the name Kardûsh the Firecaller.
War of the Ring
Rules for using Kardûsh can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 164). He can be found under the name Kârdush the Firecaller.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Karvag Lore
Karvag is an Uruk of Isengard.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Karvag in-game, simply use the rules for an Uruk-hai Captain.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Kathôl Lore
Kathôl is a man of the Haradrim.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Kathôl in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Keiseimu Lore
Keiseimu is a Variag of Khand.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Keiseimu in-game, simply use the rules for a Khandish King.
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Keiseimu, Ravager of Ithilien, is available to:
- Variags of Khand
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Khamûl
Lore
Khamûl is one of the Nine and an Easterling.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Khamûl can be found at the following sources:
- Mordor (pg. 21). He can be found under the name Khamûl the Easterling.
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 41). He can be found under the name Khamûl the Easterling.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Khamûl can be found at the following sources:
- The Return of the King (pg. 92). He can be found under the name Khamûl the Easterling.
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 10). He can be found under the name Khamûl the Easterling.
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 44). He can be found under the name Khamûl the Easterling.
- Mordor (pg. 12). He can be found under the name Khamûl the Easterling.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Khamûl the Easterling is available to:
- The Easterlings
- The Nazgûl

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King

Kharid Drôzhna
Lore
Kharid Drôzhna is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Kharid Drôzhna in-game, simply use the rules for a Hâsharin.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Kharizâkh
Lore
Kharizâkh is a spirit from Angmar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Kharizâkh in-game, simply use the rules for a Barrow-wight.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Khûrat
Lore
Khûrat is man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Khûrat in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Kíli
Lore
Kíli is a Dwarf of the Ered Luin and Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Kíli until his brief time as Prince of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 168). He can be found under the name Kíli the Dwarf.

Official rules for using Kíli during his uncle's revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Kíli the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Kin’tar
Lore
Kin’tar is an Easterling.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Kin’tar in-game, simply use the rules for an Easterling Captain.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

K’kala
Lore
K’kala is a man of the Mahûd of Far Harad.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use K’kala in-game, simply use the rules for a Mahûd King.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Krâsna
Lore
Krâsna is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Krâsna in-game, simply use the rules for a Hâsharin.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Kuruk
Lore
Kuruk is a Troll from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Kuruk in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Troll Chieftain.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
Landroval
Lore
Landroval is an Eagle of the Misty Mountains.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Landroval can be found at the following sources:
  - White Dwarf: Warriors of Middle-earth
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Landroval is available to:
  - The Eagles of the Misty Mountains
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
White Dwarf: Warriors of Middle-earth

Lazdrag
Lore
Lazdrag is an Orc from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Lazdrag in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Captain.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East

Legolas
Lore
Legolas is an Elf of Mirkwood.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Legolas can be found at the following sources:
  - The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 53). He can be found under the name Legolas Greenleaf.
  - The Free Peoples (pg. 25)
  - The Free Peoples (pg. 44)
Official rules for using Legolas at the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:
  - The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 23). He can be found under the name Legolas Greenleaf, Prince of Mirkwood.
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Legolas can be found at the following source:
  - The One Rulebook (pg. 107)
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Legolas is available to:
  - The Fellowship
  - Thranduil's Halls
War of the Ring
Rules for using Legolas can be found at the following source:
  - War of the Ring (pg. 126). He can be found under the name Legolas, Prince of Mirkwood.
Rules for using Legolas (as part of the formation The Three Hunters) can be found at the following source:
  - War of the Ring (pg. 144)
Rules for using Legolas (as part of the formation The Fellowship of the Ring) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Lindir
Lore
Lindir is an Elf of Rivendell.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Lindir can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 177)

Source
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

Lobelia Sackville-Baggins
Lore
Lobelia Sackville-Baggins is a Hobbit of the Shire.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Lobelia Sackville-Baggins can be found at the following source:
• The Free Peoples (pg. 40)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Lobelia Sackville-Baggins can be found at the following sources:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 83)
• The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 12)
• The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 16)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Lobelia Sackville-Baggins is available to:
• The Shire

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Lóni
Lore
Lóni is a Dwarf from Moria.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Lóni in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

L’rana
Lore
L’rana is a man of Far Harad.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use L’rana in-game, simply use the rules for a Mahûd King.
Source
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad*

**Luftak**

**Lore**
Luftak is an Orc from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Luftak in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Orc Shaman.
Source
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad*

**Lugdrak**

**Lore**
Lugdrak is a Goblin. He leads Lugdrak’s Sneaks.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Lugdrak in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.
Source
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*

**Lurtz**

**Lore**
Lurtz is an Uruk of Isengard.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Lurtz can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 17)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Lurtz can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 118). He can be found under the name *Lurtz, Uruk-hai Captain.*

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Lurtz is available to:
- Isengard Raiders

War of the Ring
Rules for using Lurtz can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 178)

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

**Lushgak**

**Lore**
Lushgak is a Goblin. He leads Lushgak’s Lads.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Lushgak in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.
Source
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*
Mablung

Lore
Mablung is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Mablung in-game, simply use the rules for Damrod.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Madril

Lore
Madril is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Madril can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 18). He can be found under the name Madril, Captain of Ithilien.

Outdated GW Rules
Old rules for using Madril can be found at the following sources:
- The Return of the King (pg. 88). He can be found under the name Madril, Captain of Ithilien.
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 8). He can be found under the name Madril, Captain of Ithilien.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Madril, Captain of Ithilien.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Madril, Captain of Ithilien, is available to:
- The Rangers of Ithilien

War of the Ring
Rules for using Madril (as part of the formation Rangers of Ithilien) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 100)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Maeldil

Lore
Maeldil is an Elf of Lothlórien.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Maeldil in-game, simply use the rules for a Wood Elf Captain.

Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Maethor

Lore
Maethor is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Maethor in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Minas Tirith.

Sources
Magruk
Lore
Magruk is a Goblin.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Magruk in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Malbeth
Lore
Malbeth is a man of Arthedain.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Malbeth can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 37). He can be found under the name Malbeth the Seer.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Malbeth can be found at the following source:
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 8). He can be found under the name Malbeth the Seer.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Malbeth the Seer is available to:
- Arnor

War of the Ring
Rules for using Malbeth (as part of the formation Royal Guard of Arnor) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 102). He can be found under the name Malbeth the Seer.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Maldoran
Lore
Maldoran is a Dûnadan of the North. He is one of the 'Defenders of the Shire.'
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Maldoran in-game, simply use the rules for a Ranger of the North.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Maloran
Lore
Maloran is a Dûnadan of the North. He leads the Rangers of Amon Sûl alongside Valnaril.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Maloran in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dûnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Marakin
Lore
Marakin is a man of the Haradrim.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Marakin in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad*

---

**Mardin**

**Lore**

Mardin is a Dwarf of Khazad-dûm.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Mardin can be found at the following source:
- *The Free Peoples* (pg. 31)

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using Mardin can be found at the following source:
- *Khazad-dûm* (pg. 8)

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Mardin is available to:
- *Khazad-dûm*

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Mardin (as part of the formation *Durin’s Guard*) can be found at the following source:
- *War of the Ring* (pg. 136)

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples*

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

---

**Mauhúr**

**Lore**

Mauhúr is an Uruk of Isengard.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Mauhúr can be found at the following source:
- *The Fallen Realms* (pg. 19)

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Mauhúr (as part of the formation *Mauhúr’s Marauders*) can be found at the following source:
- *War of the Ring* (pg. 177)

**Source**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms*

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

---

**Meneldor**

**Lore**

Meneldor is an Eagle of the Misty Mountains.

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using Landroval can be found at the following sources:
- *White Dwarf: Warriors of Middle-earth*

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Meneldor is available to:
- *The Eagles of the Misty Mountains*

**Sources**
**Menelith**

**Lore**
Menelith is a Dúnadan of the North. He is the leader of Menelith’s Band.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**
To use Menelith in-game, simply use the rules for a Dúnadan.

**Source**
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

---

**Meriadoc Brandybuck**

**Lore**
Meriadoc Brandybuck is a Hobbit of the Buckland.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**
Official rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck until his time in Rohan can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 46)

Official rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck during his time in Rohan can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 33). He can be found under the name Meriadoc, Knight of the Mark.

Official rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck after his return to the Shire can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 40). He can be found under the name Meriadoc, Captain of the Shire.

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**
Old rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck until his time in Rohan can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 80)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 12)

Old rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck after his arrival in Rohan can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 82). He can be found under the name Meriadoc, Knight of the Mark.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 11). He can be found under the name Meriadoc Brandybuck, Knight of the Mark.
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Meriadoc, Knight of the Mark.

**Legions of Middle-earth**
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Meriadoc Brandybuck is available to:
- The Fellowship

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Meriadoc, Knight of the Mark, is available to:
- The Fellowship
- The Shire
- Théoden’s Host

**War of the Ring**
Rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 114). He can be found under the name Meriadoc, Esquire of Rohan.

Rules for using Meriadoc Brandybuck (as part of the formation The Fellowship of the Ring) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

**Sources**
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Môrathol
Lore
Môrathol is a man of Gondor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Môrathol in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Minas Tirith.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Mordalin
Lore
Mordalin is a Dûnadan of the North and the leader of Mordalin’s Band.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Mordalin in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dûnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Mordrakin
Lore
Mordrakin is a Black Númenórean from Minas Morgul.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Mordrakin in-game, simply use the rules for a Black Númenórean Marshal.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Morgil
Lore
Morgil is a Dûnadan of the North.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Morgil in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dûnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Mûrakir
Lore
Mûrakir is a man of the Haradrim.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Mûrakir in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Murazorâkh
Lore
Murazorâkh is a Barrow-wight.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Murazorâkh in-game, simply use the rules for a Barrow-wight.
Sources
Múrin
Lore
Múrin is a Dwarf of the Iron Hills.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Múrin can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 33). He can be found under the name Múrin and Drárm.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Múrin can be found at the following sources:
- A Shadow in the East (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Múrin and Drárm.
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 9). He can be found under the name Múrin and Drárm.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Múrin and Drárm are available to:
- The Wanderers in the Wild

War of the Ring
Rules for using Múrin (as part of the formation Múrin's Guard) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 136)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: A Shadow in the East
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Mûrk
Lore
Mûrk is a Troll from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Mûrk in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Troll.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
Nali
Lore
Nali is a Dwarf. He is the leader of Nali’s Household.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Nali in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Narvi
Lore
Narvi is a Dwarf.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Narvi in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Warrior.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

Narvûsh
Lore
Narvûsh is an Uruk of Isengard.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Narvûsh in-game, simply use the rules for an Uruk-hai Shaman.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Narzug
Lore
Narzug is a hunter Orc from the Misty Mountains.
Official rules for using Narzug can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 185)
Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

Nashdrag
Lore
Nashdrag is an Orc from Mordor.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Nashdrag in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Captain.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Nashdrak
Lore
Nashdrak is an Orc.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Nashdrak in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Captain.
Source
**Naurandir**

**Lore**

Naurandir is one of the Blue Istari.

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Naurandir (as part of the formation *Council of Wizardry*) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 148)

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

---

**Nori**

**Lore**

Nori is a Dwarf of Erebor.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Nori until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 172). He can be found under the name *Nori the Dwarf*.

Official rules for using Nori after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 18). He can be found under the name *Nori the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor*.

**Sources**

*The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game*
*The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game*

---

**Nurdak**

**Lore**

Nurdak is a Goblin. He is the leader of Nurdak’s Back Stabbers.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Nurdak in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Shaman.

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm*

---

**Nurgob**

**Lore**

Nurgob is an Orc taskmaster from Mordor.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Nurgob in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Orc Taskmaster.

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*

---

**Nushdrak**

**Lore**

Nushdrak is a Goblin from Moria.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Nushdrak in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.

**Source**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
Odovacar Bolger

Lore
Odovacar Bolger is a Hobbit of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Odovacar Bolger in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Hobbit Militia.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Oín

Lore
Oín is a Dwarf of Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Oín until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 171). He can be found under the name Oín the Dwarf.

Official rules for using Oín after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 17). He can be found under the name Oín the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Ori

Lore
Ori is a Dwarf of Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Ori until his time as a Champion of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 171). He can be found under the name Ori the Dwarf.

Official rules for using Ori after the revival of Erebor can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 18). He can be found under the name Ori the Dwarf, Champion of Erebor.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
Paladin Took

Lore
Paladin Took is a Hobbit of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Paladin Took can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 40)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Paladin Took can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 83)
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 11)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 15)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Paladin Took is available to:
- The Shire

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire

Peregrin Took

Lore
Peregrin Took is a Hobbit of the Shire.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Peregrin Took until his time in Gondor can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 46)

Official rules for using Peregrin Took as a soldier of Gondor can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 17). He can be found under the name Peregrin, Guard of the Citadel.

Official rules for Peregrin Took after his return to the Shire can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 39). He can be found under the name Peregrin, Captain of the Shire.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Peregrin Took until his time in Gondor can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 81)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 13)

Old rules for using Peregrin Took during and after his time in Gondor can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 82). He can be found under the name Peregrin, Guard of the Citadel.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 11). He can be found under the name Peregrin Took, Guard of the Citadel.
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 14). He can be found under the name Peregrin, Guard of the Citadel.
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 10). He can be found under the name Peregrin, Guard of the Citadel.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Peregrin Took is available to:
- The Fellowship

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Peregrin, Guard of the Citadel, is available to:
- The Fellowship
- The Shire
• The Tower of Ecthelion

War of the Ring

Rules for using Peregrin Took can be found at the following source:

• War of the Ring (pg. 104). He can be found under the name Peregrin Took, Guard of the Citadel.

Rules for using Peregrin Took (as part of the formation The Fellowship of the Ring) can be found at the following source:

• War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Pergamir

Lore
Pergamir is a man of Umbar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Pergamir in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Pergan

Lore
Pergan is a man of Umbar.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Pergan in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
Quickbeam

Lore
Quickbeam is an Ent of Fangorn Forest.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Quickbeam is available to:
  * Fangorn

War of the Ring
Rules for using Quickbeam can be found at the following source:
  * War of the Ring (pg. 144)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
Radagast

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Radagast can be found at the following source:

- The Free Peoples (pg. 56). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown*.

Official rules for using Radagast until the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 174). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown*. This version of Radagast may be accompanied by Sebastian.

Official rules for using Radagast at the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 21). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown Riding Great Eagle*. This version of Radagast rides a Great Eagle.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Radagast can be found at the following sources:

- The One Rulebook (pg. 108). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown*.
- Shadow and Flame (pg. 44). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown*.
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 37). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown*.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Radagast the Brown is available to:

- The Wizards

War of the Ring

Rules for using Radagast (as part of the formation *Council of Wizardry*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 148)

Rules for using Radagast can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 150). He can be found under the name *Radagast the Brown*.

Sources

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Rainal

Lore

Rainal is a Dúnadan of the North. He is the leader of Rainal’s Band.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Rainal in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dúnedain.

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Râza

Lore

Râza is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Râza in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.

Sources
Raziāmin
Lore
Raziāmin is a man of the Haradrim.
Offcial Games Workshop Rules
To use Raziāmin in-game, simply use the rules for a Haradrim Chieftain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

R’chaka
Lore
R’chaka is a man of Far Harad.
Offcial Games Workshop Rules
To use R’chaka in-game, simply use the rules for a Mahûd King.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Rildor
Lore
Rildor is a Dúnedan of the North. Along with Bregadil and Ilthorn, Rildor is the leader of the Wardens of Beacon Summit.
Offcial Games Workshop Rules
To use Rildor in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dûnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Ringwraith
Identitites of the Ringwraiths
There are only nine Ringwraiths. According to Games Workshop, these are:
- The Witch-king of Angmar
- Khamûl the Easterling
- The Betrayer
- The Dark Marshal
- The Dwimmerlaik
- The Knight of Umbar
- The Shadow Lord
- The Tainted
- The Undying
Offcial Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using a Ringwraith can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 19)
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using a Ringwraith can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 141)
- Mordor (pg. 10)
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Ringwraiths are available to:
- The Nazgûl
War of the Ring

Rules for using Ringwraiths (as part of the formation *the Nine Are Abroad*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 161)

Rules for using Twilight Ringwraiths (as part of the formation *Twilight Ringwraiths*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 161)

Sources

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

---

**Rukh**

**Lore**

Rukh is a Troll from Mordor.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Rukh in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Troll.

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*

---

**Rúmil**

**Lore**

Rúmil is an Elf of Lothlórien.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Rúmil can be found at the following source:

- The Free Peoples (pg. 24)

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Rúmil (as part of the formation *Guardians of Caras Galadhon*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 124)

**Sources**

*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*
Samwise Gamgee

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Samwise Gamgee until his brief time as a Ringbearer can be found at the following source:

- The Free Peoples (pg. 46)

Official rules for Samwise Gamgee after the escape from Cirith Ungol can be found at the following source:

- The Free Peoples (pg. 39). He can be found under the name *Samwise the Brave*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Samwise Gamgee until his brief time as a Ringbearer can be found at the following sources:

- The One Rulebook (pg. 80)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 12)

Old rules for using Samwise Gamgee after the escape from Cirith Ungol can be found at the following sources:

- The One Rulebook (pg. 81). He can be found under the name *Samwise the Brave*.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 10)
- The Ruin of Arnor (pg. 13). He can be found under the name *Samwise the Brave*.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Samwise Gamgee is available to:

- The Fellowship

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Samwise the Brave is available to:

- The Fellowship
- The Shire

War of the Ring

Rules for using Samwise Gamgee (as part of the formation *The Fellowship of the Ring*) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 146)

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Saruman

Lore

Saruman is an Istar wizard.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Saruman until he betrayed the Free Peoples can be found at the following sources:

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 173). He can be found under the name *Saruman the White*.
- The Free Peoples (pg. 55). He can be found under the name *Saruman the White*.

Official rules for using Saruman as the leader of the White Council can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 20). He can be found under the name *Saruman the Wise*.

Official rules for using Saruman as the Lord of Isengard can be found at the following source:
The Fallen Realms (pg. 17)
- Official rules for using Saruman after his fall can be found at the following source:
  - The Fallen Realms (pg. 20). He can be found as Sharkey in the entry Sharkey and Worm.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Saruman before his betrayal of the Free Peoples can be found at the following source:
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 37). He can be found under the name Saruman the White.

Old rules for using Saruman as the Lord of Isengard can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 118)

Old rules for using Saruman after his fall can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 85). He can be found under the entry Sharkey and Worm.
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 16). He can be found under the entry Sharkey and Worm.

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Saruman the White is available to:
- The Wizards

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Saruman is available to:
- The Legions of the White Hand

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Sharkey is available to:
- Sharkey’s Rogues. He is present as Sharkey in the unit Sharkey and Worm.

War of the Ring

Rules for using Saruman (as part of the formation The White Council) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 147)

Rules for using Saruman (as part of the formation Council of Wizardry) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 148)

Rules for using Saruman can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 149). He can be found under the name Saruman the White.

Rules for using Saruman can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 178). He can be found under the name Saruman the White Hand.

Sources

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Sauron

Lore

Sauron is a Maia spirit. He is the Dark Lord of Mordor and the Lord of the Rings.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Sauron during the War of the Last Alliance can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 17). He can be found under the name The Dark Lord Sauron.

Official rules for using Sauron as the Necromancer can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 32). He can be found under the name The Necromancer.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Sauron as the Dark Lord of Mordor can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 138). He can be found under the name The Dark Lord Sauron.
Mordor (pg. 8). He can be found under the name *The Dark Lord Sauron*.

Old rules for using Sauron as the Necromancer can be found at the following source:

- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 43). He can be found under the name *The Necromancer*.

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, The Necromancer is available to:

- Dol Guldur

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, The Dark Lord Sauron are available to:

- Barad-dûr

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using the Necromancer can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 160)

Rules for using Sauron can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 165). He can be found under the name *Sauron, the Dark Lord of Mordor*.

**Sources**

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

**Sebastian**

**Lore**

Sebastian is a hedgehog and a friend of the wizard Radagast.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Sebastian can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 174). He can be found under the entry for *Radagast the Brown*.

**Sources**

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

**Shagrat**

**Lore**

Shagrat is an Uruk from Mordor.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Shagrat normally can be found at the following source:

- Mordor (pg. 25). He can be found under the name *Shagrat, Captain of Cirith Ungol*.

Official rules for using Shagrat ready for war can be found at the following source:

- Mordor (pg. 25). He can be found under the name *Shagrat, War Leader of Cirith Ungol*.

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using Shagrat can be found at the following sources:

- The One Rulebook (pg. 143). He can be found under the name *Shagrat, Captain of Cirith Ungol*.
- Mordor (pg. 16). He can be found under the name *Shagrat, Captain of Cirith Ungol*.

Old rules for using Shagrat ready for war can be found at the following source:

- Mordor (pg. 16). He can be found under the name *Shagrat, War Leader of Cirith Ungol*.

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Shagrat is available to:

- Cirith Ungol

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using Shagrat (as part of the formation *Shagrat’s Tower Guard*) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 158)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Sharku

Lore
Sharku is an Orc of Isengard.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Sharku can be found at the following source:
• The Fallen Realms (pg. 18)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Sharku can be found at the following source:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 120). He can be found under the name Sharku, Warg Rider Captain.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth, Sharku is available to:
• Isengard Raiders

War of the Ring
Rules for using Sharku (as part of the formation Sharku’s Hunters) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 177)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Shelob

Lore
Shelob is a giant spider from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Shelob can be found at the following source:
• Mordor (pg. 24)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Shelob can be found at the following sources:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 142)
• Mordor (pg. 17)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Shelob is available to:
• Cirith Ungol

War of the Ring
Rules for using Shelob can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 159)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Smaug

Lore
Smaug is a dragon from the North.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Smaug can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 27)

Sources
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Sméagol/Gollum

Lore
Sméagol/Gollum is a Hobbit from the Vales of Anduin.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Sméagol/Gollum can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 190). He can be found under the name Gollum.
- Mordor (pg. 19). He can be found under the name Gollum.

Official rules for using Sméagol/Gollum during his time as Frodo's guide can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 47). He can be found under the name Sméagol.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Sméagol/Gollum can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 144). He can be found under the name Gollum/Sméagol.

Old rules for using Sméagol/Gollum can also be found at the following source:
- The Two Towers (pg. 91). They can be found under the name Sméagol.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Sméagol is available to:
- The Wanderers in the Wild

War of the Ring
Rules for using Gollum can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 165)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Two Towers
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Snagrod

Lore
Snagrod is an Orc of Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Snagrod in-game, simply use the rules for an Orc Captain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
Spider Queen

Lore
The Spider Queen is a giant spider from Mirkwood.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Spider Queen can be found at the following sources:
- Mordor (pg. 29)
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 24)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using the Spider Queen can be found at the following source:
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 45)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, the Spider Queen is available to:
- Dol Guldur

War of the Ring
Rules for using the Spider Queen can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 184)

Note that in War of the Ring games, the Spider Queen is treated as a Commander, rather than a Character.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Suladân
Lore
Suladân is a man of the Haradrim.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Suladân can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 29). He can be found under the name Suladân the Serpent Lord.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using a Suladân can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 156). He can be found under the name Suladân, The Serpent Lord.
- The Return of the King (pg. 93). He can be found under the name Suladân, The Serpent Lord.
- The Battle of Pelennor Fields (pg. 11). He can be found under the name Suladân, The Serpent Lord.
- Harad (pg. 8). He can be found under the name Suladân, The Serpent Lord.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Suladân, the Serpent Lord, is available to:
- The Serpent Horde

War of the Ring
Rules for using Suladân can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 200). He can be found under the name Suladân, the Serpent Lord.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
Sûlrandir
Lore
Sûlrandir is one of the Blue Istari.
War of the Ring
Rules for using Sûlrandir (as part of the formation Council of Wizardry) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 148)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
**Targon**

Lore

Targon is a man of Gondor.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

To use Targon in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Minas Tirith.

**Sources**

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames

**Tauriel**

Lore

Tauriel is an Elf of Mirkwood.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using Tauriel can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 53)

Official rules for using Tauriel at the Battle of the Five Armies can be found at the following source:

- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 24). She can be found under the name *Tauriel, Mirkwood Exile*.

**Sources**

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game

The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

**The Balrog**

Lore

The Balrog is a Maia spirit living in Moria.

**Official Games Workshop Rules**

Official rules for using the Balrog can be found at the following source:

- Moria and Angmar (pg. 20)

**Outdated Games Workshop Rules**

Old rules for using the Balrog can be found at the following sources:

- The One Rulebook (pg. 100)
- Khazad-dûm (pg. 16)

**Legions of Middle-earth**

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, the Balrog is available to:

- Monsters of Middle-earth

**War of the Ring**

Rules for using a Balrog can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 187). They can be found under the name *The Balrog of Morgoth*.

Note that in War of the Ring, the Balrog is treated as a Commander, rather than a Character.

**Sources**

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

**The Betrayer**

Lore
The Betrayer is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using the Betrayer can be found at the following sources:

- Mordor (pg. 18)
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 27)

War of the Ring

Rules for using the Betrayer on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name Winged Nazgûl.

Rules for using the Betrayer can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name Ringwraith.

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The Dark Marshal

Lore

The Dark Marshal is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using the Dark Marshal can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 20)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using the Dark Marshal can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 13)

War of the Ring

Rules for using the Dark Marshal on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name Winged Nazgûl.

Rules for using the Dark Marshal can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name Ringwraith.

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The Dwimmerlaik

Lore

The Dwimmerlaik is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using the Dwimmerlaik can be found at the following sources:
- Mordor (pg. 21)
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 32)

War of the Ring

Rules for using the Dwimmerlaik on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name Winged Nazgûl.

Rules for using the Dwimmerlaik can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name Ringwraith.

Sources

- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar
- The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
The Goblin King
Lore
The Goblin King is a Goblin from Goblin-town.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Goblin King can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 188)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

The Goblin Scribe
Lore
The Goblin Scribe is a Goblin from Goblin-town.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Goblin Scribe can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 189)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

The Golden King
Lore
The Golden King is a man of Harad.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Golden King can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 30). He can be found under the name The Golden King of Abrakhân.

War of the Ring
Rules for using the Golden King (as part of the formation Abrakhân Guard) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 200)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The King of the Dead
Lore
The King of the Dead is a spirit of a man living in the Paths of the Dead between Dunharrow and Erech.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the King of the Dead can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 26)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using the King of the Dead can be found at the following sources:
- The Return of the King (pg. 85)
- Gondor in Flames (pg. 11)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, the King of the Dead is available to:
- The Dead of Dunharrow

War of the Ring
Rules for using the King of the Dead (as part of the formation Court of the Dead King) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 101)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Return of the King
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The Knight of Umbar

Lore
The Knight of Umbar is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Knight of Umbar can be found at the following sources:
• Mordor (pg. 22)
• The Fallen Realms (pg. 28)

War of the Ring
Rules for using the Knight of Umbar on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name Winged Nazgûl.
Rules for using the Knight of Umbar can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name Ringwraith.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The Master

Lore
The Master is a man of the Laketown of Esgaroth.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Master can be found at the following source:
• The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 57). He can be found under the name Master of Laketown.

Sources
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game

The Mouth of Sauron

Lore
The Mouth of Sauron is a Black Númenórean of Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Mouth of Sauron can be found at the following source:
• Mordor (pg. 17)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using the Mouth of Sauron can be found at the following source:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 139)
• Mordor (pg. 15)
• White Dwarf: Legions of the Eye

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, The Mouth of Sauron is available to:
• The Black Gate
Barad-dûr

War of the Ring

Rules for using the Mouth of Sauron can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 164)

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
White Dwarf: Legions of the Eye

The Shadow Lord

Lore

The Shadow Lord is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using the Shadow Lord can be found at the following source:

- Mordor (pg. 22)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using the Shadow Lord can be found at the following source:

- Mordor (pg. 11)

War of the Ring

Rules for using the Shadow Lord on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name Winged Nazgûl.

Rules for using the Shadow Lord can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name Ringwraith.

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The Tainted

Lore

The Tainted is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using the Tainted can be found at the following sources:

- Mordor (pg. 23)
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 32)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using the Tainted can be found at the following source:

- Mordor (pg. 13)

War of the Ring

Rules for using the Tainted on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name Winged Nazgûl.

Rules for using the Tainted can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name Ringwraith.

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar
The Undying

Lore
The Undying is one of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Undying can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 23)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using the Undying can be found at the following source:
- Mordor (pg. 11)

War of the Ring
Rules for using the Undying on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 162). He can be found under the name *Winged Nazgûl*.

Rules for using the Undying can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 163). He can be found under the name *Ringwraith*.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

The Watcher in the Water

Lore
The Watcher in the Water is a tentacle creature who lives near the West-gate of Moria.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Watcher in the Water can be found at the following source:
- Moria and Angmar (pg. 23)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar

The White Warg

Lore
The White Warg is Azog’s mount.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the White Warg can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 185). It can be found under the entry for *Azog*.
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 26). It can be found under the entry for *Azog, Lieutenant of Sauron*.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

The Witch-king of Angmar

Lore
The Witch-king of Angmar is the leader of the Nine Nazgûl.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using the Witch-king of Angmar can be found at the following sources:
- Mordor (pg. 18)
• Moria and Angmar (pg. 31)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using the Witch-king of Angmar can be found at the following sources:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 140)
• The Ruin of Amor (pg. 19)
• Mordor (pg. 9)

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, the Witch-king of Angmar is available to:
• The Nazgûl

War of the Ring
Rules for using the Witch-king (as part of the formation *the Nine Are Abroad*) can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 161)

Rules for using the Witch-king on his Fell Beast can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 162)

Rules for using the Witch-king can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 163)

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Moria and Angmar*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Amor*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Théoden

Lore
Théoden is a man of Rohan.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Théoden can be found at the following source:
• Kingdoms of Men (pg. 31), He can be found under the name *Théoden, King of Rohan*.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Théoden can be found at the following source:
• The One Rulebook (pg. 112), He can be found under the name *Théoden, King of Rohan*.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Théoden, King of Rohan, is available to:
• Théoden’s Host

War of the Ring
Rules for using Théoden can be found at the following source:
• War of the Ring (pg. 114), He can be found under the name *Théoden, King of Rohan*.

Sources
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook*
*The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring*

Théodred

Lore
Théodred is a man of Rohan.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Théodred can be found at the following source:
- Kingdoms of Men (pg. 31). He can be found under the name Théodred, Heir of Rohan.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Théodred can be found at the following source:
- The Two Towers (pg. 90). They can be found under the name Théodred, Heir of Rohan.

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Théodred, Marshal of the Riddermark, is available to:
- Théoden’s Host

War of the Ring
Rules for using Théodred (as part of the formation Théodred’s Knights) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 113)

Rules for using Théodred can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 116). He can be found under the name Théodred, Prince of Rohan.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Kingdoms of Men
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Two Towers
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Thorin
Lore
Thorin is a Dwarf of Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Thorin until his brief reign as King Under the Mountain can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 168). He can be found under the name Thorin Oakenshield.

Official rules for using Thorin during his reign can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 13). He can be found under the name Thorin Oakenshield, King Under the Mountain.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game

Thráin
Lore
Thráin is a Dwarf of Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Thráin until his capture by the forces of the Necromancer can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 178)

Official rules for using Thráin after his capture can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 54). He can be found under the name Thráin the Broken.

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game
Thranduil

Lore
Thranduil is an Elf of Mirkwood.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Thranduil can be found at the following sources:
- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 53). He can be found under the name Thranduil, King of Mirkwood.
- The Free Peoples (pg. 25). He can be found under the name Thranduil, King of Mirkwood.

Official rules for using Thranduil in his full war gear can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 23). He can be found under the name Thranduil, King of the Woodland Realm.

Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Thranduil can be found at the following source:
- Fall of the Necromancer (pg. 40)
- White Dwarf: Mirkwood Elves

Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Thranduil is available to:
- Thranduil’s Halls

War of the Ring
Rules for using Thranduil can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 126). He can be found under the name Thranduil, King of Mirkwood.

Sources
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies: Strategy Battle Game
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Fall of the Necromancer
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
White Dwarf: Mirkwood Elves

Thrór

Lore
Thrór is a Dwarf of Erebor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Thrór can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 178)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

Thrydan

Lore
Thrydan is a man of Dunland.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Thrydan can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 18). He can be found under the name Thrydan Wolfsbane.

War of the Ring
Rules for using Thrydan can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 177). He can be found under the name Thrydan Wolfsbane.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Tom

Lore
Tom is a Troll from the Ettenmoors.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Tom can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 188)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game

Tom Bombadil

Lore
Tom Bombadil is an embodied spirit of unknown type who lives in the Old Forest.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Tom Bombadil can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 49)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Tom Bombadil can be found at the following sources:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 89)
- The Fellowship of the Ring (pg. 93)
- Shadow and Flame (pg. 33)
- The Scouring of the Shire (pg. 47)

War of the Ring

Rules for using Tom Bombadil can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 145)

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Shadow and Flame
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fellowship of the Ring
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Scouring of the Shire
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Treebeard

Lore
Treebeard is an Ent of Fangorn Forest.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Treebeard can be found at the following source:
- The Free Peoples (pg. 50)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Treebeard can be found at the following source:
- The One Rulebook (pg. 109)

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth game, Treebeard is available to:
- Fangorn

War of the Ring

Rules for using Treebeard can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 143)
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Free Peoples
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The One Rulebook
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Trevani
Lore
Trevani is a Dúnadan of the North. He leads the Wardens of Deadman’s Dike alongside Elidir.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Trevani in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dúnedain.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Trogur
Lore
Trogur is a Troll from Mordor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Trogur in-game, simply use the rules for a Mordor Troll.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Mordor

Túrin
Lore
Túrin is a man of Gondor.

Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Túrin in-game, simply use the rules for a King of Men.

Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames
Uglúk

Lore

Uglúk is an Uruk of Isengard.

Official Games Workshop Rules

Official rules for using Uglúk can be found at the following source:

- The Fallen Realms (pg. 17)

Outdated Games Workshop Rules

Old rules for using Uglúk can be found at the following source:

- The Two Towers (pg. 93)

Legions of Middle-earth

In a Legions of Middle-earth, Uglúk is available to:

- Isengard Raiders

War of the Ring

Rules for using Uglúk (as part of the formation Uglúk’s Scouts) can be found at the following source:

- War of the Ring (pg. 176)

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Two Towers
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring

Urgakh

Lore

Urgakh is a Goblin. He is the leader of Urgakh’s Lads.

Official Games Workshop Rules

To use Urgakh in-game, simply use the rules for a Moria Goblin Captain.

Sources

The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
Vacheraltan
Lore
Vacheraltan is a Variag from Khand.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Vacheraltan in-game, simply use the rules for a Khandish King.
Source
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Valdar
Lore
Valdar is a Dúnadan of the North. He is one of the ‘Defenders of the Shire.’
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Valdar in-game, simply use the rules for a Ranger of the North.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth

Valin
Lore
Valin is a Dúnadan of the North.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Valin in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dúnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Valnaril
Lore
Valnaril is a Dúnadan of the North. Along with Maloran, he leads the Rangers of Amon Súl.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Valnaril in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dúnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Khazad-dûm
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Vanadin
Lore
Vanadin is a Dwarf. He is a companion of Hurdin.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Vanadin in-game, simply use the rules for a Dwarf Captain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Vanaril
Lore
Vanaril is a Númenórean hailing from Minas Ithil.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Vanaril in-game, simply use the rules for a Captain of Númenor.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Gondor in Flames

Vangir
Lore
Vangir is a man of Umbar.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Vangir in-game, simply use the rules for a Corsair Bo’sun.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad

Vâshnir
Lore
Vâshnir is a man of Harad.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Vâshnir in-game, simply use the rules for a Hâsharin.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Harad
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Battle of Pelennor Fields

Veldor
Lore
Veldor is a Dúnadan of the North. He is the leader of Veldor’s Band.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Veldor in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dúnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor

Vraskû
Lore
Vraskû is an Uruk of Isengard.
Official rules for using Vraskû can be found at the following source:
- The Fallen Realms (pg. 19)
Outdated Games Workshop Rules
Old rules for using Vraskû can be found at the following source:
- The Two Towers (pg. 93). They can be found under the name Vraskû, Uruk-hai Scout Captain.
Legions of Middle-earth
In a Legions of Middle-earth, Vraskû is available to:
- Isengard Raiders
War of the Ring
Rules for using Vraskû (as part of the formation Vraskû’s Talons) can be found at the following source:
- War of the Ring (pg. 176)
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: Legions of Middle-earth
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Fallen Realms
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Two Towers
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: War of the Ring
William (Bill)

Lore
William (also called ‘Bill’) is a Troll from the Ettenmoors.

Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using William (Bill) can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 187)

Sources
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey: Strategy Battle Game
Yazneg
Lore
Yazneg is a hunter Orc from the Misty Mountains.
Official Games Workshop Rules
Official rules for using Yazneg can be found at the following source:
- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game (pg. 60)
Sources
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug: Strategy Battle Game

Yorath
Lore
Yorath is a Dúnedan of the North, and leader of Yorath’s Band.
Official Games Workshop Rules
To use Yorath in-game, simply use the rules for one of the Dúnedain.
Sources
The Lord of the Rings: Strategy Battle Game: The Ruin of Arnor